Timeline for Becoming an Associate Minister

Thank you for your interest in Presentation Associate Ministry. The following outlines the process for you to discover what it means to share with the Sisters of the Presentation as an associate minister:

1. Participate in gatherings (AMEN Groups) of associate ministers ordinarily for a year.

2. Participate in an initial interview with the local area contact person for associate ministers.

3. Submit an application to one of the local area contact persons. Also submit two letters of recommendation (one from a sister of the Presentation or an associate minister and the other from someone with whom the individual has shared in ministry).
   **ORDINARILY APPLICATIONS ARE ACCEPTED BY MID-FEBRUARY**

4. Meet with the local area contact, an assigned associate minister or a Presentation sister for a formal educational process and an introduction to Nano Nagle and the history of the Sisters of the Presentation.
   **BETWEEN MID-FEBRUARY AND NOVEMBER**

   **Numbers 1-4 may be done concurrently**

5. Meet with the leadership team liaison to discuss background, motivation and expectations of the applicant.
   **BETWEEN SEPTEMBER AND NOVEMBER**

6. Present a signed agreement at the ceremony of Initiation.

Associate ministers and sisters are companions in prayer and partners in service. We offer one another mutual support and the opportunity to grow in our faith as we learn more about Nano Nagle and live our Presentation spirituality in our ministry to those in need. We give witness to the charisms of Venerable Nano Nagle in today’s society.

There is no financial responsibility between associate ministers and the congregation
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